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INTRODUCTION   

 

1. My name is Phil Rielly.  I am a Chartered Professional Civil Engineer. I have worked for 32 years as a civil 

engineer and have obtained experience with Taupo soils over the past 15 years.   

 

2. I hold a NZ Certificate of Engineering (Civil) and a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) (Civil).  I am a 

Chartered Professional Engineer with practice areas of Civil and Environmental and am a 

Chartered Member of Engineering New Zealand. 

 

3. I have undertaken numerous civil construction projects across a broad area of the Taupo town and 

wider District and from that have developed a detailed knowledge of the soil types to be expected in 

the area and the methodologies that can be employed to deal with them. 

 

4. In the absence of specific site testing, I have been asked to provide comment on the expected 

ground conditions for the proposed hotel to be built at 29 Tuwharetoa Street, Taupo. 

 

5. I confirm I have read and agree to comply with the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained 

in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014.  I confirm this evidence is within my area of expertise 

except where I state that I am relying on facts or information provided by another person. I have not 

omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions that I 

express. 

 

6. Unless otherwise specified, all statements in this evidence are my own expert opinion. 

 

7. I have prepared this statement based on my knowledge of the Taupo District Council Code of 

Practice, the Taupo District Plan, and my knowledge of the locality. 

 

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE  

8. My evidence addresses the nature of expected soil conditions at 29 Tūwharetoa Street, Taupo and 

potential vibration effects associated with excavation of the basement levels.  
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TAUPO SOILS 

9. In my experience, the soils encountered in the Taupo area are of volcanic origin, typically comprising 

a sandy pumice.  From the random nature of the eruptions which have deposited the pumice over 

time, there can be variation in density, grain size, particle distribution and even sometimes limited 

organic material will have been deposited during the eruption sequence.  Some parts of the District 

can also have a silty volcanic ash component mixed into the pumice.  Given the very high 

permeability rates of the pumice soils, the presence of high groundwater levels is extremely rare. 

 

10. Over many years, local engineers and contractors have developed design and construction 

methodologies for the varying nature of the pumice soils to produce suitable construction foundations 

for civil and architectural projects.  The biggest design issue is the potential for settlement of the 

pumice, given its high void ratio in its natural state.  Typically this is solved by excavation and re-

compaction of the pumice at foundation level or raft type building foundations employed to span 

any potential soil settlement. 

 

11. It is my expectation that soils to be encountered at the proposed hotel site will be consistent with the 

volcanic pumice soils encountered elsewhere in the Taupo town and I would not expect any unusual 

features within this specific site, even down to the proposed 10m depth of excavation.  This will 

therefore mean that excavation of the foundations should be able to be completed using diggers 

and trucks.  Whilst not impossible, it is uncommon for rock to be found in the Taupo soils and certainly 

not of such size that would require significant use of rock breaking or blasting techniques. 

  

12. My expectation is the pumice excavation using diggers and trucks as detailed above would have less 

than minor vibration effects, resulting only from the engines operating in the machinery as similar to 

standard foundation construction in Taupo.  Recompaction of soils (if necessary) would likely be of 

short duration involving the use of diggers and compacting rollers.  This could result in some vibration 

of the subsoils to aid compaction, but given the temporary nature and the workable nature of pumice 

soils this work again would have less than minor vibration effects on neighbouring properties being 

similar to general building construction works.  As discussed above, the chance of incurring additional 

vibration from encountering significant rock in the pumice soils is unlikely. 

 
13. Given the site is 11 to 12m above typical lake level, it is possible some groundwater might be 

encountered, however, this should be able to be dealt with by standard excavation de-watering 

techniques, including submersible pumps and well-pointing.  
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14. A well-point system comprises small diameters wells (known as well-points) that are connected to a 

well-point pump via a header pipe. The well-point pump creates a vacuum in the header pipe and, 

as a result, draws water out of the ground. A well-point system is shown in the picture attached as 

Appendix 1. 

 

 
DATED 30 November 2018 

 

 

  

Phil Rielly 
Chartered Professional Engineer/Director – Cheal Consultants Limited  
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APPENDIX 1 – WELL-POINT SYSTEM 

 

 

 


